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scientific centre in the world,1 and simultaneously a report
from one of the Canadians in the Toronto Star filled half a
column in the Moscow press. ' The Soviet people ', says
the Canadian writer, ' has an almost religious worship for,
and faith in science.'2 The last few days of July saw in the
Moscow press highly complimentary reports from delegates
who had returned to Teheran,3 to London (a report from
the Sunday Times),41 to Warsaw,5 to Bucarest,6 and to
Washington,7 and The Times special correspondent wrote
that work in Soviet medical institutes ' was on a much
higher level than anything similar in England.' s
Even by August the encomium had not died down. Tass
from Brussels reported the happy impressions of the Belgian
delegates,9 and Tass from New York reported at length a
meeting of the Soviet American Scientific Society; the
report contained not only the familiar eulogy of Soviet
science, but the statement by an American astronomer that
the trial of sixteen Polish * diversionists', which he had
attended in Moscow, was ' the most open and just trial *
he had ever attended.10 The last echoes of the Celebrations
reached the Moscow press in October, when Tass from
Chungking reported the gratification of the Chinese delegate,
who was very deeply impressed by all he saw in Russia.11
So the Celebrations ended, as was fitting, in a world-
chorus of unanimous praise. Not quite unanimous; for
one foreign guest was indiscreet enough to say in a press
interview that he found a shortage of manufactured goods
in the U.S.S.R., and that he took advantage of this by
exchanging an old pair of trousers of his for * two valuable
tapestries of the seventeenth century'. This inglorious
and improbable transaction was reported in the Canadian
press, and apparently cabled to Moscow, for Pravda of
19 July devoted a special article to this guest and his
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